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When it comes to love, sometimes the best bet is to double down.Kit and Luke Armas are cyborgs
created for one purpose, battle. Now that the war is over, they must fight to carve out a place for
themselves in a universe they were intended to die for but never be a part of. Cargo pilot Zura
Watson came to the edge of civilized space to start over. The Drift is a haven for the hunted, the
lost, and those seeking second chances. It was also the last place in the cosmos Zura expected to
find love. When the shadows of the past threaten to eclipse this trioâ€™s future, theyâ€™ll have to
fight for their chance at love and the life theyâ€™ve always dreamed of.
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I was given a free copy of this book in exchange for an honest review.I absolutely LOVED this story;
I couldn't put it down, and when it was done, I wanted to read it again!I'm a big fan of sci-fi romance
(and science fiction in general) and this story of 2 half human/half cyborg "brothers" and the woman
they love was a wonderful addition to the genre. There was enough suspense to keep me
interested, but not enough to scare me and make me want to put the book down. The love scenes
were steamy and I really came to care about all of the characters: the hallmark of a well written

story.The only negative thing I could find is that I wish the story was a little longer and had a little
more depth. It was a great story, but it had some unfulfilled potential.I would highly recommend this
book and will definitely be reading the next one in the series.

Another wonderful story from a favorite author. I have only read a couple other series that I liked
really well with cyborgs and that was Cynthia Sax and Eve Langalis. Well Susan you have made a
very happy fan. I love this series and if this is your new leaf after 3013 then please hurry and right
more. You did a fabulous job and I couldn't put it down. Had to finish before I could go to bed.
Happy writing looking forward to more.

Not a lot of angst or drama here,if that's your looking for keep going but if you want 3 deserving ppl
coming to love and care for each other ? Then you've some to the right place ;) A nice/smile story
where a sweet blue skinned woman falls for two sexy cyborg brothers.... I'd take Luke and Kit and
day ;) Honestly I'd have loved this to have more meat to the story but I had a good time and no
complaints,well except that I'm not going to bed tonight w/two sexy men like Zura ,deep sigh but
then again that's one my complaints most every night ;) Though if want more interesting menage
from Susan that I think is set in the same world/galaxy maybe as this is maybe try " Blind Bet" fun
menage short and I believe on of the males is the same race Zura is and of course there her
wonderful,wonderful,wonderful 3013 series books... Thank you Ms.Hayes ;)

I received a copy of Double Down in return for an honest review, I also had hit pre-order so I
purchased it as well, I wanted to make sure that this little gem was on my kindle. When Susan hints
that she may have a release coming up, the close following on Facebook begins and as soon as I
see those pre-order options I hit it so quickly even The Flash can't keep up. Susan is one of my
favourite authors and as usual she has not disappointed. She has delivered a book that gives the
reader all the goods. There is action, 2 hot as hell alpha cyborgs, an independent and strong
leading lady, bad guys all rolled up in a new creative and imaginative world. I don't know how she
does it but if this is just the beginning of the Drift Series, I cannot wait for the next one to release.

As the first book in the new Drift series, Susan Hayes is going to have a hard time making it better! I
loved the characters. Kit and Luke are definitely alpha males to the nth degree, but they have their
work cut out for them with Zura. Zura is not to be messed with and I love it. I have always loved
strong female characters, and Zura is definitely that. However, she has a side of herself that

constantly questions what is going on and whether it is something that she can have. I really liked
this story and I think that it is a great start to a new series.

This book was a start of a new series and what a great start it was! It has everything you need in a
fantastic story; action suspense and lots and lots of steamy romance! Can't wait for more. I first
started reading Susan Hayes in the 3013 series books and since then she has been a must read for
me. You can't go wrong with this book or any of her others.

I have to say, anything Susan writes you can't go wrong with. This is an excellent start to a new
series for her and I was hooked from the first few sentences!Double Down is about two, sexy,
cyborgs who have had a hard time in relationships since the "release" from the corporation army
they served. Most people, and I use that word loosely, look down upon cyborgs since they were
created for one purpose, to be a tool to win a war. OR most people are just scared of them since
they are more powerful. I digress. Kit and Luke have been unlucky in the relationship department in
the past, but now are looking towards the future...looking for someone to accept them, settle down
and start a family.Zura has come from a hard life. She's just looking to make her way and start over
with her life...if it happens to be that she gets a little extra eye candy in the mix she's ok with that.
Over time she's become friends with Kit and Luke. She doesn't think they see her as relationship
material so she's settled for friends. But, Luke and Kit have other ideas.Susan writes and sets up
the story very well - in true Ms. Hayes fashion. We start the book after a friendship between the
main characters has already been established, which I find very refreshing. The way Susan sets up
the story doesn't let you feel like you've missed out on anything.There is a climatic drama scene in
the plot, but I don't want to give away all the secrets. ;-)You'll just have to read it for yourself. You
really won't be disappointed!I have received a copy of the book in exchange for an honest review.
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